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Abstract
In this paper we discuss an extension of Partial Deduction in the framework of structured logic programs. The class of programs we consider includes
statically configured systems such as block- and inheritance-based systems,
as well as more dynamic configurations which support hypothetical reasoning
and viewpoints.
We show that the basic Partial Deduction definition can be extended to
deal with a richer class of programs while maintaining, under appropriate
closedness conditions, the properties of soundness and completeness of the
transformation which hold in the case of logic programming.
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Introduction

The need for a structured approach to logic programming has been addressed by
a number of researches in the area during the last decade. The various proposals
for extending the basic logic paradigm to include a consistent set of structuring
mechanisms rely on different motivations and pursue different goals.
Some of them ([23, 24, 8, 12, 19]) focus on the specific issue of program design
and aim at devising a structured programming paradigm based on the notions of
modules and blocks, thus enhancing program modularity, ease of maintenance and
modifiability. Others ([20, 13, 11, 9]) address the issue of integrating the objectoriented notions of object and inheritance in the logic framework, thus coupling the
deductive power of resolution with the more structured approach to knowledge representation espoused by the object-oriented paradigm. Still others ([10, 21]) discuss
the use of separate knowledge theories to support powerful forms of hypothetical
reasoning based on the notion of viewpoints.
The highly heterogeneous nature of these approaches has lead to a wide spectrum of different solutions. A first attempt to achieve deeper understanding of the
connections among them is contained in [22, 3], where the authors develop an extensive analysis of the current proposals and define a unifying framework for their
integration.
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Their approach, inspired by [23] and [25], is based on the idea of structuring
a program as a collection of elementary components, where each component is a
separate logic theory called unit. Units can be (possibly dynamically) connected
into linear hierarchies called contexts, and contexts, in turn, provide the (possibly
dynamic) data-base of clauses used for evaluating the queries. The evaluation of
a query is then performed as a two-step process in which one first identifies, in
the current context, the set of clauses for the current atom in the query, and then
evaluates each atom with respect to that set.
The flexibility of these simple notions allows the definition of a fairly large set
of structuring mechanisms to be restated in terms of operations on contexts and
of different policies for establishing the bindings between predicate calls and predicate definitions. Thus, blocks, modules and inheritance-based systems can be easily
realized as statically configured hierarchies of units, whereas dynamic configurations provide a natural support for those artificial intelligence techniques such as
viewpoints and hypothetical reasoning we have mentioned earlier.
As a further step, in [3], the authors provide a formal definition of the declarative
and operational semantics for the unifying framework, which is given on the basis
of a simple extension to the standard semantics of Horn Clause Logic.
Finally, in [15, 16], the authors focus on the implementation and devised a compilation scheme for their framework. The underlying abstract machine is an extension
of the Warren Abstract Machine [27], where new instructions and data structures
have been introduced to deal with units and contexts. The analysis of the performance of the compiled code shows the effectiveness of the approach. Yet, it
also shows that a major source of run-time overhead is caused by the resolution of
the bindings between predicate calls and definitions. Roughly, the cost of binding
resolution amounts at a look-up access in the current context to determine the
appropriate set of clauses defining a predicate call whenever such a set is not found
in the same unit in which the predicate itself is called.
In this paper we show how the overhead due to context look-up may be substantially reduced by means of a source-to-source transformation of structured programs
based on Partial Deduction. From this perspective, the use of Partial Deduction
is to be viewed as a further enhancement to the compilative approach proposed in
[15] and [16]. A structured program is transformed into a (possibly) more efficient
one which can be then compiled to produce a more efficient object code.
The extension of Partial Deduction to the framework of structured logic programming is a non trivial one. First, one has to consider that the evaluation of
queries occurs in a context and therefore that the set of clauses for a given predicate
may dynamically vary depending on the context in which the predicate is being
evaluated. This implies that the result of the transformation is not only a function
of the goal but also of the structural configuration of the source program.
Furthermore, in a structured programming environment, it is highly desirable
that the structural properties of programs be invariant of the transformation. In
fact, this allows for an incremental transformation process to take place, in which
sub-components of a given configuration can be replaced by their specialized versions without affecting the original behaviour. This also provides the basis for a
smooth integration with the compilation technique described in [15] and [16].
The approach we follow originates from the formal definition of Partial Deduc-
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tion in logic programming given in [18]. We extend the definition to capture the
idea of specialization of a structured program with respect to a given goal and a
given context. The result of the transformation is a new program in which some
of (possibly all) the units occurring in the initial context are replaced by their
specialized versions.
The scheme we devise here is an extension of the one we described in [6]. In that
paper we presented a similar technique for the restricted case of statically configured
structured systems. Now we extend those ideas to deal with dynamic configurations, and provide a more general and formal scenario. We prove the soundness
and completeness of the extended scheme with respect to the operational semantics
of structured programs. Following the approach introduced in [18], the soundness
and completeness results are established under appropriate closedness conditions
on the transformed program and the goal. The conditions depend on the different
structuring mechanism under consideration. In the case of static configurations
they amount at a syntactic check on the transformed program and the goal. As a
matter of fact, in the case of block- and module-based systems, they just correspond
to that introduced in [18] for definite logic programs, while some further checks on
the static structure of the transformed program are required for inheritance-based
systems. Conversely, for dynamic configurations, the transformation can be proved
sound and complete only under a further condition on the dynamic structure of
the contexts for the transformed program.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we first briefly sketch the basic
notions of unit and context and we show how they can support different policies
for structuring logic programs. In section 3, we introduce the extended definition
of Partial Deduction and develop its underlying formal framework. In section 4,
we establish the main results for soundness and completeness. Finally, in section 5
we discuss the application of the general scheme to the different settings of static
configurations, in section 5, and of dynamic configurations, in section 6.
Part of the results for statically configured systems described in this paper can
also be found in [6] although in a less formal and detailed fashion. We restate
them here to provide a self-contained description of the various techniques and
applications.

2

Structured Logic Programs

Our characterization of structured logic programs originates from the Contextual
Logic Programming paradigm introduced in [25]. The key idea is that a program
can be conceived as a collection of independent modules called units. A unit is
simply identified by the set of clauses it defines and by a unique atomic name
used to denote it. Units can be (possibly dynamically) connected into contexts and
contexts, in turn, provide the set of definitions for the evaluation of the queries.
Contexts are represented as ordered lists of units of the form buN , . . . , ui , . . . , u1 c,
and denote the union of the clauses of the component units.
Example 2.1 Let P be the program composed by the following units:
unit(u1 ) :
a(X) : −b(X).

unit(u2 ) :
b(1).
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unit(u3 ) :
c(X) : −a(X).

The proof of the goal c(X) in the context bu3 , u2 , u1 c corresponds, in logic programming, to a proof for the same goal with respect to the set of clauses:
c(X) : −a(X).
b(1).
a(X) : −b(X).
Different policies for composing units into contexts can be adopted. Accordingly,
different classes of structuring mechanisms can be identified as discussed in [22]. A
detailed discussion of these issues and a formal definition of the semantics of the
various mechanisms can be found in [3]. In the next section we briefly introduce
these ideas in a more informal and intuitive fashion.

2.1

Static and Dynamic Systems

A first relevant issue concerns the distinction between static and dynamic compositions.
Statically configured systems are systems in which each unit has a fixed associated
context. This means that, if buN , . . . , u1 c is the context associated with a unit u,
then, whenever u is asked for the proof of a goal g, the evaluation of g actually takes
place in the context bu, uN , . . . , u1 c. The association of a unit with a context is
obtained by establishing explicit inheritance links between units. Therefore, when a
unit gets defined, its parent unit must be also specified and its associated context
is obtained by recursively computing the ordered list of its ancestors. Formally, if
U (P ) and C(P ) respectively denote the set of units of a program P and the set of
contexts formable over U (P ), the context associated with a unit u is computed by
the function hierarchy : U (P ) 7→ C(P ) defined as follows:

u.hierarchy(u0 ) if u0 is the parent unit of u.
hierarchy(u) =
bc
if u is the top unit of the hierarchy
where “.” is the list constructor.
The empty unit, top, is assumed to be the root for all the hierarchies. The switch
operator “:” allows us to switch from one hierarchy to another. The invocation of
a goal of the form u : g in the current hierarchy causes a switch to the hierarchy
associated with the unit u.
Example 2.2 Let P be the following structured program:
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
a(X) : −b(X).
b(1).
c(X) : −a(X).
The unit specified as parameter of the parent structure represents the inheritance
link for the unit itself. Then, bu2 , u1 c is the context associated with the unit
u3 , and, accordingly, the call u3 : c(X) enforces bu3 , u2 , u1 c as the context for
evaluating c(X).
Examples of statically configured systems are blocks and modules [12], Meta-Prolog
[2, 1], McCabe’s Class Template Language [20], Multilog [13], and many others including [11] and [9].
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Dynamically configured systems, on the other side, provide a more flexible framework in which, beside switching to a new context, one can also dynamically extend
the current one to include new units. Each unit can have therefore a dynamic
associated context. This is actually the idea behind the proposal in [25]. The
meaning of the context extension operator  can be understood as follows: the
evaluation of the goal u  G succeeds in a context buN , . . . , u1 c if and only if the
evaluation of G succeeds in the context bu, uN , . . . , u1 c. Then in example 2.1, the
context bu3 , u2 , u1 c for the goal c(X) can be built through the sequence of context
extensions u1  u2  u3  c(X).
Examples of dynamically configured systems are Miller’s one [23], Contextual
Logic Programming [25], and N-Prolog [10].

2.2

Conservative/Evolving Systems

The evaluation of a goal in a context involves two issues: first we have to identify,
in that context, the appropriate set of clauses which provide the definition for the
goal, and then we solve the goal with respect to that definition.
An important remark here concerns the distinction between conservative and
evolving policies. Let us suppose that C = buN , . . . , ui , . . . , u1 cis the current context. An evolving system is a system in which the definition associated with each
predicate call is given by the clauses for g contained in the whole context C, regardless of the unit where the call occurs. Examples of evolving systems are Miller’s
one [23, 24], Multi-Prolog [7] and N-Prolog [10].
A conservative system is a system in which the definition associated with predicate call g occurring in the unit ui , is given by the clauses for g contained in
the sub-context bui , . . . , u1 c . The definitions visible from a unit u are therefore
those found in u and its ancestors in the current context. Examples of conservative systems are blocks and modules [12], Meta-Prolog [1] and Contextual Logic
Programming [25].
Example 2.3 Let us consider the statically configured program of example 2.2
and the top goal: u3 : c(X). We use the notation Ctx ` G, introduced in [25],
and defined formally in the appendix, to explicitly represent the context associated
with each derivation step. In an evolving system, we get the derivation steps:
bc
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
success

`
`
`
`
:

u3 : c(X)
c(X)
a(X)
b(X)
{X ← 1}

Notice that the formula b(X) is proved in the whole context bu3 , u2 , u1 c even though
it is called in the sub-context bu1 c where the definition a(X):-b(X) has been found.
Conversely, in a conservative system, the context for the evaluation of b(X) is
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bu1 c and, since bu1 c contains no definition for b(X), the query u3 : c(X) fails.
bc
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
bu1 c
f ailure

2.3

`
`
`
`

u3 : c(X)
c(X)
a(X)
b(X)

Examples of Structuring Policies

Most of the proposals for structuring logic programs found in the literature can
be included in the above classification. A detailed discussion about this topic is
reported in [3]. Here we briefly sketch some clarifying examples.
2.3.1

Blocks and Modules

In block-based systems, static scope rules determine the visibility of a predicate
definition on the basis of the nesting of blocks in the program. To prove an atomic
goal occurring in a clause of a given block, only the clauses defined in that block
or in enclosing blocks can be used. In terms of our classification, such a behaviour
corresponds to a statically configured system with a conservative policy, where each
block is encapsulated into a separate unit having the enclosing block as its parent.

Example 2.4 Let us consider the following program P inspired by [12]:
member(X, [Y | ])

member(X, [ |Y ])
perm([], []).
perm(L, [X|P ])
delete(X, L, L1)

: − {eq(X1 , X1 ).
eq([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]) : −
perm([X1 |A], [Y1 |B])} ⇒ eq(X, Y )}
: − member(X, Y ).
: − delete(X, L, L1),
perm(L1 , P ).
: − ...

The program is structured into two nested blocks: b1 , the enclosing one, which
contains the definitions for member and perm, and b2 , the inner one, which contains
the definitions for eq. Block b2 is nested into the first clause of block b1 . P can be
mapped into the following conservative, statically configured program:
unit(b1 , parent(top)) :
unit(b2 , parent(b1 )) :
eq(X, X).
member(X, [Y | ]) : −b2 : eq(X, Y ).
member(X, [ |Y ]) : −member(X, Y ). eq([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]) : −
perm([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]).
perm([], []).
perm(L, [X|P ]) : −delete(X, L, L1),
perm(L1 , P ).
delete(X, Y, Z) : −...
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Notice that, being the system conservative, the scope rules are now expressed in
terms of the visibility rules for the context bb2 , b1 c. In fact, the definition for perm
is now visible in both b1 and b2 , while that for eq is only visible in b2 .
The above scope rules become more strict in the case of closed modules ([2, 12, 19]):
proving a goal in a module M , means considering only the predicate definitions
which are local to M . As such, module-based systems are actually a special case
of statically configured conservative systems, in which units always have an empty
associated context and therefore they only use their local definitions. In practice,
modules are defined as units which are siblings rather than parents or children.
Since we do not provide import declarations, external definitions are accessible only
through an explicit reference to the module containing them. Import declarations
in a multi-theory framework are discussed in [23, 4].
Example 2.5 In a module-based system, the example 2.4 can be structured as
follows:
unit(m1 , parent(top)) :
member(X, [Y | ]) : −m2 : eq(X, Y ).
member(X, [ |Y ]) : −member(X, Y ).

unit(m2 , parent(top)) :
eq(X, X).
eq([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]) : −
m1 : perm([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]).

perm([], []).
perm(L, [X|P ]) : −delete(X, L, L1),
perm(L1 , P ).
delete(X, Y, Z) : −...
The definition for perm is no longer implicitly visible from m2 , and then the corresponding definition in m1 can only be accessed by means of an explicit context
switch operation.

2.3.2

Inheritance-based systems

Inheritance- and object-based systems can be classified as statically configured
evolving systems. We interpret contexts as the explicit representation of a branch
in an inheritance tree (for the sake of simplicity we will not consider multiple
inheritance). The first unit in the context is the tip node, while the last one is the
top of the hierarchy. Inheritance-based systems are intrinsically evolving since, as
stated in [29], “a self-reference in a type or class is bound to the object on whose
behalf an operation (proof) is being executed, rather than to the class where the
self-reference occurs”.
Example 2.6 Let us consider the class template language described in [20]. When
we say that a bird is a special case of animal we are stating that whatever holds
for animals also holds for birds: the theory bird inherits from the theory animal.
In the class template language we express this kind of relationship between classes
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by means of class rules:
bird
tweety
horse
human
where:
animal :



bird :



⇐
⇐
⇐
⇐

animal
bird
animal
animal

mode(walk).
 mode(run) : −self : no of legs(2).
mode(gallop) : −self : no of legs(4).
mode(f ly).
 no of legs(2)
covering(f eather).

horse :



no of legs(4).

human :



no of legs(2).

tweety :

[no of wings(2).

The call self:g causes the proof of g to be performed in the tip class of the current
hierarchy, no matter what the current class is. The use of self allows therefore the
expected behaviour of inheritance to be modeled.
In our framework, this program can be translated into the following evolving
one:

mode(walk).
 mode(run) : −no of legs(2).
unit(animal, parent(top)) :
mode(gallop) : −no of legs(4).
unit(bird, parent(animal)) :



mode(f ly).
 no of legs(2)
covering(f eather).

unit(horse, parent(animal)) :



no of legs(4).

unit(human, parent(animal)) :



no of legs(2).

unit(tweety, parent(bird)) :

[no of wings(2).

Now the taxonomy is embedded in the parent declaration, and the self behaviour
is automatically expressed by the evolving policy.

2.4

Viewpoints

Dynamic configurations, together with the context extension operator, provide a
natural support for a limited form of hypothetical reasoning based on viewpoints.
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In fact, extending the current context with a new unit can be understood as adding
a new hypothesis to the current line of reasoning. Then, if a unit u embodies some
hypotheses, evaluating the goal u  G means evaluating G after assuming the
hypotheses in u. From this point of view, the extension operator is very similar
to the assume predicate introduced in [28] and to a restricted form of embedded
implication ([23, 21, 10]).
Systems for hypothetical reasoning and viewpoints can be classified as a particular form of dynamically configured evolving systems, where hypotheses or viewpoints are collected into units. These systems are intrinsically evolving since the
newly added knowledge always updates the old knowledge. Similarly, they have
to be dynamically configured, in order that new hypotheses or viewpoints can be
added to the dynamic state of the computation.
Example 2.7 The following dynamically configured evolving program provides a
structured representation of the well-known example of the block world.
unit(u0 ) :
on(a, b).
on(b, c).
next(X, Y ) : −on(X, Y ).
next(X, Y ) : −on(Y, X).
color(b, black).
next white(B) : −next(B, X), color(X, white).
unit(main) :
next w(B) : −v1  next white(B), v2  next white(B).

unit(v1 ) :
color(a, white).
unit(v2 ) :
color(c, white).

The unit u0 represents a given state of the world. Units v1 and v2 , in turn, represent
two possible viewpoints expressing the additional knowledge:
color(a, white) ∨ color(c, white).
In order to prove that there exists a block next to a white block, we use the
definition for next w in unit main which takes into account both the viewpoints.
Accordingly, the goal u0  main  next w(B) succeeds with substitution {B ←
b}.

2.5

Expressive Power vs Efficiency

The expressive power and the flexibility of the various context-based mechanisms
described so far are achieved at the expense of a high computational cost. As
already mentioned in the introduction and as shown in the examples of this section,
the major source of overhead is the resolution of the binding for each predicate call.
In fact, each step in the evaluation involves a preliminary search in the current
context for the clauses defining the current goal. In [15] and [16], the authors
show how, for static configurations, binding resolution for the conservative policy
can be actually performed at compile time. Conversely, in the case of dynamic
configurations, it must be delayed until run-time, thus lowering the performance
9

of the compiled code. The worst situation occurs in the case of failure branches
since, when there exists no definition for the current goal, the cost of the access to
the context is linear with the length of the context itself.
A solution to the problem of failure branches can be achieved by resorting to
well-known techniques for compile-time failure detection. A further optimization
can be achieved by specializing the configuration of the program with respect to the
given query. Intuitively, this amounts to sliding the definition for each predicate call
towards the top of the context in which the call is being evaluated, thus reducing
the number of look-up steps needed to compute the appropriate binding.
Static detection of failure branches is a standard application of Partial Deduction. Our approach to structured program specialization is the subject of the next
section.

3

Partial Deduction for Structured Programs

Partial Deduction (henceforth called PD) has been devoted great attention during
the last few years since it has been introduced in logic programming [14]. PD is a
source-to-source transformation technique which, given a program P and a goal G,
produces a new program P 0 , which is more efficient than P and has the same set of
answer substitutions for the goal G and its instances. As stated in [18] “the basic
technique for obtaining P 0 from P is to construct a partial search tree for P and
suitably chosen atoms as goals, and then extract the definitions — the resultants
— associated with the leaves of the tree”.
The extension of Partial Deduction to the framework of structured logic programs
involves two issues. First, it has to be considered that the evaluation of the initial
goal occurs in a context and that, therefore, the result of PD depends on the initial
goal as well as on the initial context in which the goal is evaluated.
The second issue concerns the structure of the transformed program. A first possible approach to structured program specialization could be based on the following
observation. Given a query and a context, the set of program clauses defining each
predicate call can be determined during the symbolic evaluation which PD is based
on. Then, one could compute all the bindings during PD and then produce a flattened configuration of the program in which the bindings are established in terms
of a naming convention.
Example 3.1 Let P be the following conservative program:
unit(u1 ) :
a(X) : −b(X).
b(2).

unit(u2 ) :
b(1).

We observe that evaluating the goal a(X) in the initial context bu2 , u1 c simply
corresponds to evaluating the goal au1 (X) with respect to the program P 0 defined
as follows:
au1 (X) : −bu1 (X).
bu1 (1).
bu2 (2).
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Notice that the call b(X) in unit u1 has been bound to the definition for b found
in unit u1 , being bu1 c the context in which the evaluation of b(X) actually takes
place. Then, P 0 could be chosen as the specialized version of P with respect to the
goal a(X) and the context bu2 , u1 c.
The first problem with this approach is that, by flattening the structure of the
source program, the configuration which results from the transformation looses the
flexibility of the original modular configuration. Furthermore, if we consider u1
and u2 of example 3.1 as sub-components of a more general system of unit, then
this approach raises the question of how to define the interactions between the new
module P 0 and other components of the system.
Preserving the structural properties of the source programs will be therefore one
of the crucial requirements for our transformation scheme. Obviously, we will also
impose that the new configuration be sound and complete with respect to the original one. Soundness and completeness are indeed the main foundational questions
about Partial Deduction in logic programming [18]. In this latter framework, we
say that a partially evaluated program P 0 is sound with respect to the original
program P and the goal G, if each computed answer for G and P 0 is a computed
answer for G and P . The new program P 0 is complete with respect to P and G,
if the converse of the above implication holds true. According to this definition,
the soundness and completeness of Partial Deduction in Logic Programming can
proved, as done in [18], under a closedness condition required for the transformed
program and the goal.
Our construction re-establishes these properties in the extended framework of
structured logic programs.

3.1

Preliminaries

We restrict our discussion to the case of an atomic initial goal. This assumption
simplifies the development of our framework, which relies on the following definition
of resultant ([18]).
Definition 3.1 Let G0 be an atomic formula, :-G0 , . . . ,:-Gj a sequence of goals
associated with an SLD-derivation S for G0 and σ1 , . . . , σj the corresponding sequence of substitutions. Let also σ denote the restriction of the composition of
σ1 , . . . , σj to the variables of G0 . Then G0 σ : −Gj is the resultant associated to S
and Gj is called the residual associated with the resultant.
As pointed out in [18], the requirement that the initial goal be atomic guarantees
that at each step of a derivation, the associated resultant is indeed a program
clause.
In this section, we consider a restricted class of structured programs in which
no context switch (nor extension) occurs during the evaluation of a query. The
treatment of context switch and context extension is thus postponed until sections
5 and 6. We first introduce an extended definition of derivation to take into account
the notion of context. Let:
• hG, Ci denote a c-atom, where G is an atomic formula and C a context,
11

• a c-goal be a conjunction of c-atoms,
• h(g1 , . . . , gn ), ci be a shorthand for hg1 , ci, . . . , hgn , ci.

Definition 3.2 (Derivation) Let P be a program, CG be the c-goal
hg1 , c1 i, . . . , hgi , ci i, . . . , hgn , cn i
and let hgi , ci i be the selected c-atom, where ci is the context bui , . . . , uj , . . . , u1 c.
We say that the new c-goal CG0 is derived from CG and P via the substitution σ,
the clause Cl and the context LC , if the following conditions hold:
Cl
σ
CG0
LC

= h : −b1 , . . . , bm is the selected clause in the unit uj of ci
= mgu(h, gi )
= [hg1 , c1 i, .., hgi−1 , ci−1 i, h(b1 , . . . , bm ), c0 i, hgi+1 , ci+1 i, . . . , hgn , cn i]σ
= buj , . . . , u1 c is the context whose top unit contains the clause Cl.

LC the label context associated with the derivation step. The new context c 0 is computed according to the operational semantics for conservative and evolving systems
(see Appendix). Namely:

LC if the system is conservative
c0 =
ci
if the system is evolving
We will henceforth denote a derivation step from a c-goal CG to a c-goal CG 0 ,
by CG `LC ,σj CG0 where the substitution σj will be omitted unless explicitly
required. According to definition 3.2, we then define a C-SLD derivation for a
c-goal CG0 = hG0 , C0 i to be any (finite or infinite) sequence of derivation steps
CG0 `c1 ,σ1 . . . `cj ,σj CGj . . .
Finally, we define the notions of successful C-SLD derivation (C-SLD refutation),
of C-SLD tree and of c-resultant by generalizing the corresponding definitions given
in logic programming [17].
Definition 3.3 (C-SLD Refutation) Let P be a program and CG0 = hG0 , C0 i
be a c-goal. A C-SLD refutation of P ∪ {hG0 , C0 i} is a finite C-SLD derivation for
hG0 , C0 i in P which has the empty formula as the last formula in the derivation.

Example 3.2 Let P be the statically configured evolving program:
unit(m1 , parent(top)) :
p : −q.

unit(m2 , parent(m1 )) :
q.

Starting from the query p in the context bm2 , m1 c we have the following C-SLD
refutation, where each edge is marked by the label context used in the corresponding
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derivation step.
hp, bm2 , m1 ci
|
bm1 c
|
hq, bm2 , m1 ci
|
bm2 , m1 c
|
2
Definition 3.4 (c-resultant) Let G0 be an atomic formula and C0 a context.
Then the c-resultant associated with the C-SLD derivation:
hG0 , C0 i `c1,σ1 . . . `cj,σj hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i
is given by:
G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i.
where σ be the restriction of the composition of σ1 , . . . , σj to the variables of G0
and hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i is the residual associated with the c-resultant.
Notice that, if the residual of a c-resultant is empty, then the c-resultant is actually a resultant. The definition of c-resultant is the first important brick of our
construction. Remember that the final goal of the transformation is to produce
a new configuration for the program that supports a more efficient computation
of the bindings. This will be achieved by generalizing the technique introduced in
[18]. Namely, given the initial goal G and the context C, we will first compute
the set of c-resultants associated with the partial C-SLD tree for hG, Ci. Then we
will define the new configuration for the program by assigning each c-resultant to
the appropriate unit by means of a semantic-preserving assignment function. Finally, we will derive from each c-resultant the corresponding resultant. The newly
generated resultants will then replace the old definitions for G contained in C.

3.2

Configuring the Transformed Program

The next step in the development of our PD scheme consists of defining a semanticpreserving assignment function to determine which units the c-resultants should
be assigned to. Notice that different choices for the assignment function determine
different configurations for the transformed program and, correspondingly, different
properties for the transformation.
We finally come to the question of what we mean by preserving the semantics
of structured programs. In logic programming, Partial Deduction provides a specialization of the program with respect to a goal. This means that, if G is the goal
chosen to specialize the source program, the transformed program will produce
a complete set of computed answers only for queries that are less general (more
instantiated) than G [18].
In the same way, in structured logic programming, since we specialize the program with respect to a goal in a context C, the transformed program will produce
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a complete set of computed answers only for that goal in contexts less general than
C. In this case, less general means logically subsumed. We say that a context C 0 is
logically subsumed by a context C if for each C-SLD refutation in C 0 computing
a substitution σ there exists a corresponding C-SLD refutation in C computing
the same substitution. This notion can be actually stated in terms of a structural
relation over contexts. We say that a context C 0 is a sub-context of C ( C 0 v C
) if C 0 is an initial sub-list of C. Notice that, being the composition of units in
contexts a monotonic operation, it is easy to show that C 0 is logically subsumed
by C if C 0 v C. Then what we can expect from the transformation is that it
preserves the equivalence between the source and the transformed programs with
respect to instances of G (as in [18]) and sub-contexts of C, i.e. with respect to all
those computations in which instances of G are evaluated in sub-contexts of C.
Choosing a semantic-preserving assignment function is not straightforward. In
fact, replacing each clause with the corresponding set of resultants in the same
unit, which might appear the obvious choice, may lead to unsoundness even in
sub-contexts of the initial one.
Example 3.3 Let P be the statically configured evolving program:
unit(m1 , parent(top)) :
p : −q.

unit(m2 , parent(m1 )) :
q.

By partially evaluating P wrt the goal p in the context bm2 , m1 c we obtained
the c-resultant CR = p. Notice that, since the residual for p is empty, p is also
a resultant. Therefore, by applying the assignment function defined above, we
achieve the final configuration by simply assigning p to the unit m1 .
unit(m1 , parent(top)) :
p.

unit(m2 , parent(m1 ))) :
q.

The transformation is unsound: in fact, in the context bm1 c, which is a sub-context
of the initial one, the goal p fails in P and succeeds in P 0 .
The problem comes from the fact that, while in P the body of the clause p : −q.
needs the definition of q in m2 to succeed, the corresponding c-resultant in P 0
succeeds in the sub-context bm1 c without even calling q.
In other words, while in P the deduction context for p : −q. is bm2 , m1 c, in
P 0 the deduction context for the corresponding c-resultant p. is bm1 c. In order
to make the transformation sound, we should instead ensure that the deduction
context for the clause and the corresponding c-resultant be preserved.
The notion of deduction context can be given formally as follows.
Definition 3.5 (Deduction context) Let CR be the c-resultant associated with
a C-SLD derivation from the c-goal hG, Ci. The deduction context Dc(CR), of CR
is the minimal sub-context of C, needed to derive CR.
The deduction context can be obtained from a C-SLD derivation by considering
the label contexts associated to the derivation steps.
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Proposition 1 (Deduction context) Given a finite C-SLD derivation
hG0 , C0 i `c1 ,σ1 . . . `cj ,σj hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i
the deduction context Dc(CR) for the c-resultant
CR = G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i
is the maximum element of the set {c1 , . . . , cj }.
Proof. We notice that, since we assume that no context switch or context extension
occurs during the C-SLD derivation, the computation of the maximum is welldefined. The proof follows immediately from the definition of C-SLD derivation.
The deduction context for a c-resultant is preserved through the transformation
by simply assigning the c-resultant to the top unit of its deduction context. This
brings us to the following definition of assignment function.
Definition 3.6 (Assignment function: Fass ) Let T be a finite C-SLD tree. Let
CR be a c-resultant in T and Dc(CR) = buk , . . . , u1 c be the deduction context for
CR. Then
Fass (CR) = uk .

3.3

From c-resultants to resultants

Once the new configuration of the program has been defined, the last step consists of
establishing the association between c-resultants and the corresponding resultants.
Namely, given the c-resultant G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i we’s like to transform
it into a clause of the form G0 σ : −g10 , . . . , gn0 . The problem is obviously how to
derive gi0 in terms of gi and Ci . It is easy to see that the simple choice gi0 = gi is
not correct.
Example 3.4 In a conservative statically configured system, let P be the following
program:
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
q : −r.
r.
p : −q.
Let’s the consider the c-resultant p : −hr, bu1 ci obtained from the following partial
C-SLD tree for hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci.
hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
|
hq, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hr, bu1 ci
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Then, u3 is the unit associated with p : −hr, bu1 ci and with the corresponding
resultant p : −r since the deduction context is bu3 , u2 , u1 c. Accordingly, the new
program P 0 is:
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
q : −r.
r.
p : −r.
The transformation is unsound, since the successful derivation for u3 : p in P 0
corresponds to a failure in P . The problem is that the context for r is bu3 , u2 , u1 c
in P 0 whereas it is bu1 c in P , and the corresponding definitions are obviously not
equivalent.
We will then require that the transformation from c-resultants to resultants preserve the contexts associated with each atom in the residuals. Finding the correct
context to be associated with each residual in the body of the resultants is indeed
straightforward in our scheme, since it can be determined by a direct inspection of
the partial C-SLD tree. The switch operator can be then explicitly used to enforce
the appropriate context both in dynamically and statically configured systems.
Definition 3.7 (Resultants) Let CR = G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i be a c-resultant for the c-goal hG0 , C0 i. Then, the corresponding resultant R is computed
by the function ψ : {c-resultants} 7→ {resultants} defined as follows:
ψ(G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i . . . , hgn , Cn i) = G0 σ : −g10 , . . . , gn0
where for each i:
(i) if Ci w Dc(CR), then gi0 = gi ;
(ii) if Ci < Dc(CR), i.e. Dc(CR) = buN , . . . , uj , . . . , u1 c and Ci = buj , . . . , u1 c,
then:
gi0 = uj : gi
gi0 = u1 : (u2  . . .  uj  gi )

for statically configured systems
for dynamically configured system

Notice that in definition 3.7 we consider only cases in which Ci and Dc(CR) are
related according to the sub-context (⊆) relation. This is consistent with our initial
assumption that the source programs we consider don’t contain any occurrence
of context extension and/or context switch. Yet, the definition of the mapping
ψ explicitly introduces the use of context switch and context extension in the
transformed configuration. It appears then that the class of source programs is
strictly included in the class of transformed programs. This inconsistency will be
resolved in section 5 and section 6 where we finally extend the technique described
here to deal with context switch and context extension.
We can now introduce a formal definition of the Partial Deduction of a structured
program P with respect to an atomic goal G and a context C in terms of the
following notions of program representation and of Partial Deduction of a goal in
a context.
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Definition 3.8 (Program Representation) Let U(P) be the set of units of a
program P. The representation of P is given by:
PR(P ) = {hd, ui : u ∈ U (P ), d is a clause of u}
Let now ψ be the mapping from c-resultants to resultants introduced in definition
3.7 and Fass : CRT 7→ U (P ) be the assignment function of definition 3.6.
Definition 3.9 (Partial Deduction of a goal in a context) Let P be a program, C a context, G an atomic goal, and CRT the set of c-resultants of a partial
C-SLD tree T for P and hG, Ci. The Partial Deduction of G in C is given by:
P D(G, C) = {hψ(d), ui|d ∈ CRT and u = Fass (d)}
Finally, let us denote with P D(P, G, C) the Partial Deduction of a structured
program P with respect to an atomic goal G and a context C. P D(P, G, C) is
obtained by replacing, in the source program, all the clauses for G in the units of
C with the clauses obtained by the Partial Deduction of G in C.
Definition 3.10 (Partial Deduction of P wrt G and C) Let P be a program,
C a context, G an atomic goal. Then:
P D(P, G, C) = P 0 such that : PR(P 0 ) = (PR(P ) \ D(C, G)) ∪ P D(G, C)
where D(C, G) is the representation of the set of definitions for the goal G (i.e. the
representation of the clauses which have the same predicate symbol and arity of G)
contained in the context C.
Example 3.5 Let’s consider again the program of example 3.4. Using the construction of the resultants given in definition 3.7, the transformation produces the
following program:
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
q : −r.
r.
p : −u1 : r.
The resultant p : −u1 : r is obtained by the corresponding c-resultant p : −hr, bu1 ci
by applying case (ii) of definition 3.7. Notice that now, if : −u3 : p is the top goal,
during the C-SLD derivation the call to the predicate r is evaluated in bu1 c in the
source as well as in the transformed program.

4

Soundness and Completeness

In this section, we give a formal characterisation of the class of structuring policies
for which our Partial Deduction scheme is sound and complete. We first extend
the notions of soundness and completeness of PD to the framework of structured
logic programming. Then, following the approach proposed in [18], we isolate a
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closedness condition under which our transformation is sound and complete with
respect to the operational semantics defined in [3] and reported in the appendix.
We first summarize here the basic results for PD in Logic Programming and give
an informal outline of the proof in that case. The proof in the extended case of
Structured Logic Programming will be then carried on along the same line and will
make use of some of those results.

4.1

Results in Logic Programming

Definition 4.1 Let P be a program, G0 an atomic goal, P 0 a partial deduction of
P wrt G0 .
Soundness If P 0 ∪ {G} has an SLD refutation with computed answer θ, then
P ∪ {G} has an SLD refutation with computed answer θ.
Completeness If P ∪ {G} has an SLD refutation with computed answer θ, then
P 0 ∪ {G} has an SLD refutation with computed answer θ.
The soundness and the completeness of PD in logic programming are stated in
[18] under the additional requirement that a closedness condition holds on the
transformed program and the goal. Let’s briefly recall the A−closedness condition
introduced in [18]. Given an atomic formula A, we say that a program P is A −
closed if each occurrence in P of an atom with the same predicate name as A is an
instance of A. Then, in [18], the authors prove that, if A is the goal used for the
PD of P , then for any goal G such that P 0 ∪ {G} is A-closed, P 0 ∪ {G} computes
a substitution θ if and only if so does P ∪ {G}.
The proof uses the following version of the lifting lemma which generalizes the
standard lifting lemma to the case of arbitrary SLD-derivations. The two properties
stated in the lemma 4.2 provide then a formal justification for the use of a derived
clause (a resultant). Let’s assume that A and A0 are atoms.
Lemma 4.1 (Lifting) Let R be the resultant of an SLD derivation D from a goal
:-A. Let φ be a substitution. If there is a corresponding derivation D 0 from :-Aφ,
then its resultant R0 is an instance of R.

Lemma 4.2 Let P be a program and :-A be a goal. Let R be the resultant associated
to a derivation D for A. Let also :-A0 be a goal such that A0 unifies with the head
of the resultant R. Let θ be the mgu and let R 00 = Rθ. Then:
(i) there exists a derivation D 0 for A0 corresponding to D which selects at each
step a corresponding literal and uses a (variant of ) the same clauses as D.
Furthermore, if R0 is the resultant associated to D 0 then R0 is an instance of
R00 .
(ii) if the atom A0 in point (i) is an instance of A ( A0 = Aφ ), then there is a
corresponding SLD derivation and its resultant R 0 is equal to R00 .
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Based on the above results, the proof that Partial Deduction is sound follows almost
trivially. In fact, we can consider an SLD refutation as an SLD derivation whose
associated resultant is a unit clause. Let’s consider the program P 0 obtained as
a PD of P wrt a goal G0 . Let also D0 be a refutation of P 0 ∪ {G} that uses a
resultant Ri . If P 0 ∪ {G} is G0 -closed, then, from lemma 4.2(ii), any use of Ri in
D0 , can be replaced by a corresponding derivation D in P with the same associated
resultant. Hence, if the unit clause ‘Gθ.’ is the resultant associated to D 0 , there is
a corresponding refutation in P whose resultant is also ‘Gθ’.
A similar argument is used to prove the completeness. Assume that there exists a
refutation D for P ∪ {G} and consider the corresponding refutation D 0 in P 0 ∪ {G}.
As long as the selected atom in D and D 0 is not the predicate used during PD, D
and D0 coincide. Then consider the first occurrence of such predicate in D in P 0 .
Since P 0 ∪{G} is G0 closed, such occurrence must be of the form G0 φ. Furthermore,
since D is a refutation for P ∪ {G}, there must exist a corresponding refutation
D00 for G0 φ. Since a refutation ends up in the empty goal, all atoms are selected.
Then, we can use the switching lemma [18] to put D 00 into the form in which it
starts off with the same choice of atoms and clauses as some branch B in the tree
used in the PD of G0 . Consider the sub- derivation SD of D00 corresponding to
B. By the lifting lemma, the resultant associated with SD is an instance of the
resultant RB associated to B. Let G0 φσ be the head of the resultant associated
to with SD and G0 θ be the head of RB respectively. Since G0 φσ is an instance
of G0 θ, then clearly G0 φ unifies with the head of RB and therefore, by lemma
4.2(ii), the resultant obtained by unifying RB with G0 φ is also the resultant of the
corresponding sub-derivation SD . Hence, the resultant associated with SD can be
obtained using RB . Using an inductive argument on the length of the refutation
D, we conclude that the result of any sub-derivation of D in P for an instance of
the goal used during PD can be obtained by using the corresponding resultant in
P 0 . Hence we conclude that PD is complete.

4.2

Results for Structured Logic Programming

We first introduce a definition of soundness and completeness for structured logic
programming that corresponds to the one stated for logic programming.
Definition 4.2 Let P be a program, hG0 , C0 i a c-atom, G a goal and P 0 a partial
deduction of P wrt hG0 , C0 i.
Soundness If P 0 ∪{hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ, then
P ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ.
Completeness If P ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ,
then P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ.
We then introduce the notion of hG, Ci-closedness which extends the one given in
[18] by requiring a corresponding property for the transformed program, the goal
and the context in which the goal is to be evaluated.
Definition 4.3 (hG, Ci-closedness) Let hG, Ci be a c-atom and S be a set of
clauses of a structured program. We say that S is hG, Ci-closed iff it is G-closed
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and each occurrence in S of an atom which has the same predicate name as G is
evaluated in a context C 0 v C or in a context that has no unit in common with C.
As already mentioned, the proof of soundness and completeness follows the same
argument used in [18] for the case of Logic Programming. This is justified on the
basis of the following definition of the SLD derivation corresponding to a C-SLD
derivation.
Definition 4.4 Let CD be a C-SLD derivation from the c-goal hG, Ci. The SLD
derivation corresponding to CD, denoted by SLD(C), is an SLD derivation from
:-G that at each step is presented with the set of clauses denoted by the context of
the selected c-atom in CD, selects the corresponding atom and chooses the same
clause as CD.
The notion of SLD(C) derivation provides the connection between C-SLD derivations and SLD derivations needed to prove many of the following technical results.
We first extend lemma 4.2 to SLD(C) derivations.
Lemma 4.3 Let CD be a C-SLD derivation from the c-goal hG, Ci and let D be
the corresponding SLD(C) derivation from :-G. Let R be the resultant associated
to D and let R00 be the resultant obtained by using the clause R on a goal :-Gφ.
Then there is a corresponding SLD(C) derivation D 0 from :-Gφ and its resultant
is R00 .
Proof. By lemma 4.2(ii) there exists an SLD derivation D 00 corresponding to
D with the required property. Hence, at each step, D 00 chooses a clause which
belongs to the context associated with the selected c-atom in CD and selects the
corresponding atom. Hence the SLD(C) derivation D 0 corresponding to D can be
constructed from D 00 .
A useful result for the following development comes from the relation between the
resultants associated with a C-SLD derivation and with the corresponding SLD(C)
derivation.
Consider the c-resultant CR associated to a C-SLD derivation CD from hG, Ci
and let R be the corresponding resultant ( R = ψ(CR) ). Let also R 0 be the
resultant associated to the SLD(C) derivation from :-G corresponding to CD. It is
easy to see that R and R0 have the same residuals except for possible occurrences
of context extension/switch in R introduced by applying the function ψ to the
c-resultant CR.
Lemma 4.4 Let CR be the c-resultant of C-SLD derivation from the c-goal hG, Ci.
Then, for any context C 0 such that C v C 0 there exists a corresponding C-SLD
derivation CD 0 from hG, C 0 i that chooses (a variant of ) the same clause as CD
and selects a corresponding c-atom. Hence, the deduction contexts associated to
the c-resultants of CD and CD 0 are equal.
Proof. By saying that CD and CD 0 select a corresponding c-atom, we mean that
they select a corresponding atom with the same associated context. If CD and
CD0 are C-SLD refutations, the proof follows from the definition of the relation v
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over contexts by considering the corresponding SLD(C) derivations. In fact, since
C v C 0 , the set of clauses denoted by C is a subset of the set of clauses denoted by
C 0 . Hence, if there exists an SLD(C) refutation from :-G, then the same sequence
of choices of clauses and of selection of goals can be obviously performed by an
SLD(C 0 ) refutation. The deduction contexts associated to the c-resultants of CD
and CD0 are obviously equal, being the label contexts associated with each step of
CD and CD0 equal.
A similar argument applies to the case of general C-SLD derivations.
Lemma 4.5 Let CR be the c-resultant of a C-SLD derivation from the c-goal
hG, Ci. Then, there exists a corresponding C-SLD derivation from hG, Dc(CR)i.
Proof. Since Dc(CR) is the maximum context used in the C-SLD derivation from
hG, Ci to CR, the same choices of c-atoms and of clauses can be obtained from a
C-SLD derivation from hG, Dc(CR)i.
We can now extend the result of lemma 4.2 to justify the use of a resultant in the
case of C-SLD derivations.
Lemma 4.6 Let P be a structured program, hG, Ci and hG0 , C 0 i be two c-atoms
where G0 = Gφ and C 0 is a sub-context of C ( C 0 v C ). Let CR be the c-resultant of
a C-SLD derivation CD from hG, Ci, R the corresponding resultant (R = ψ(CR)),
and u = Fass (CR). Assume that u ∈ C 0 and that Gφ unifies with the head of R.
Let CR00 be the c-resultant obtained by applying R to solve the c-atom hGφ, Ci,
and R00 = ψ(CR00 ) the associated resultant. Then there exists a C-SLD derivation
CD0 for hG0 , C 0 i corresponding to CD which selects at each step a corresponding
c- atom and uses a (variant of ) the same clause as CD. Furthermore, if CR 0 is
the resultant associated to CD 0 and R0 = ψ(CR0 ), then R0 is equal to R00 and
Fass (CR0 ) = Fass (CR00 ).
Proof. By lemma 4.5, there exists a corresponding C-SLD derivation which starts
from hG, Dc(CR)i. Since u ∈ C 0 and C 0 v C it follows that Dc(CR) v C 0 . Hence,
by lemma 4.4, there exists a C-SLD derivation corresponding to CD from hG, C 0 i.
Now we proceed arguing by contradiction. Assume that the claim is false. Then Gφ
unifies with R and there is no C-SLD derivation from hGφ, C 0 i with the required
properties. Consider now the corresponding SLD(C 0 ) derivation. It follows that
there is no SLD(C 0 ) derivation from :-Gφ corresponding to the SLD(C) derivation
from :-G. Yet, the resultant of the SLD(C) derivation from :-G corresponding to
CD has the same head as R and therefore Gφ unifies with it. This contradicts the
result of lemma 4.3.
Thus the C-SLD derivation CD 0 does exist. Again, using the corresponding SLD(C)
and SLD(C 0 ) derivations, it is easy to see that the residuals in R 0 and R00 contain
the same atoms. Furthermore, since CD and CD 0 select always corresponding catoms, the contexts of the c-atoms in the residuals for CR and CR 0 are also equal.
Hence, R0 = ψ(CR0 ) is equal to R00 = ψ(CR00 ).
Finally, since the contexts in the selected c-atoms in CD and CD 0 coincide, also
the label context associateds with corresponding steps are equal. This implies
that Fass (CR) = Fass (CR0 ). Hence, since Fass (CR) = Fass (CR00 ), we conclude
Fass (CR0 ) = Fass (CR00 ).
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We are now ready to state the soundness and completeness properties for Partial
Deduction. The result is established under the hG, Ci-closedness condition defined
earlier in this section (definition 4.2).
Proposition 2 (Soundness and completeness) Let P be a program, hG0 , C0 i
a c-atom, and P 0 a Partial Deduction of P wrt hG0 , C0 i. Let hG, Ci be a c-goal
and P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} be hG0 , C0 i-closed.
(i) If P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ then so does
P ∪ {hG, Ci}.
(ii) If P ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ then so does
P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci}.
Proof.
(i). Consider a C-SLD refutation CD 0 of P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} that uses a resultant R.
Let u be the unit to which R is assigned. Since the CD 0 uses R, the context
C 0 associated with the c-atom which is selected when R is chosen contains u.
Furthermore, since P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} is hG0 , C0 i-closed, C 0 must be a sub-context of
C0 ( C 0 v C0 ) and so, by lemma 4.6, any use of R in CD 0 can be replaced by a
corresponding C-SLD derivation in P with the same associated resultant without
affecting the resulting substitution.
(ii). Let CD be a C-SLD refutation for P ∪{hG, Ci}. Consider the first occurrence
in CD of a c-atom corresponding to the predicate of G0 . Since P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} is
hG0 , C0 i-closed, such c-atom must be of the form hG0 φ, C 0 i with C 0 v C0 .
Consider now the C-SLD refutation CD 00 for P ∪ {hG0 φ, C 0 i}. By using the corresponding SLD(C 00 ) refutation, we can again appeal to the switching lemma and
argue that CD00 can be put into a form in which it starts off with the same choice
of c-atoms and clauses as some branch CB in the partial C-SLD tree for hG0 , C0 i.
Notice that such a branch does exist in the partial tree for hG0 , C0 i being C 0 v C0 .
Consider then the sub-derivation of CD 00 corresponding to CB. By lemma 4.4,
the deduction contexts associated to CB and the corresponding sub-derivation of
CD00 are equal. Then let R be the resultant associated to CB and u the unit to
which R is assigned. Since u belongs to the deduction context associated to CB, it
follows that u is one of the units of C 0 (u ∈ C 0 ). Clearly G0 φ unifies with the head
of R. Hence, from lemma 4.6 we conclude that the sub-derivation of CD 00 can be
obtained using R.
Using an inductive argument on the length of the refutation CD, we can conclude
that the result of any sub-derivation of CD for an instance of the goal used during
PD can be obtained by using the corresponding resultant in P 0 . The completeness
of PD is an immediate consequence.
The properties of Partial Deduction can also be characterised in terms of a weaker
notion of soundness than the one given in definition 4.2. Namely, a soundness
condition that requires that if there exists a C-SLD refutation for P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci}
computing a substitution θ 0 , then there be a C-SLD refutation for P ∪ {hG, Ci}
that computes a substitution θ where θ is more general than θ 0 .
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Under this definition of soundness, we can correspondingly introduce a weaker
form of closedness property that imposes a restriction only on the context associated
with a c-atom.
Definition 4.5 (weakhG, Ci-closedness) Let hG, Ci be a c-atom and S be a set
of clauses of a structured program. We say that S is weakly hG, Ci-closed iff any
occurrence in S of an atom which has the same predicate name as G is evaluated
in a context C 0 v C or in a context that has no unit in common with C.
The corresponding effect on the properties of Partial Deduction is stated in the
following proposition, whose proof is omitted here. The proof for the corresponding
case of Logic Programming can be found in [18].
Proposition 3 Let P be a program, hG0 , C0 i a c-atom, and P 0 a Partial Deduction
of P wrt hG0 , C0 i. Let hG, Ci be a c-goal and P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} weakly hG0 , C0 i-closed.
If P 0 ∪{hG, Ci} has an C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ 0 then P ∪{hG, Ci}
has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ such θ 0 = θσ for some substitution
σ.

5

PD in Statically Configured Systems

Under the strong hG, Ci-closedness property, the soundness and completeness of the
transformation holds for all the different classes of systems presented in section 2.
Less restrictive conditions can actually be imposed when considering each specific
class. A first relevant result concerns statically configured systems. In this case
Partial Deduction can be proved sound under the simple G-closedness condition.
Proposition 4 (Soundness for Static Systems) Let P be a statically configured program, and P 0 a PD of P wrt hG0 , C0 i. Let P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} be G0 -closed.
If P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} has a C-SLD refutation with computed answer θ, then so does
P ∪ {hG, Ci}.
Proof. From proposition 2, the statement trivially holds if the C-SLD refutation
for P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} selects only c-atoms of the form hG0 φ, C 0 i with C 0 v C0 . It also
holds if the contexts in the selected c-atoms share no units with C. Let’s then
consider the only interesting case of a context C 0 6v C which share at least one
unit with C. Since the program is statically configured, C 0 can only be of the form
un . . . u1 .C|i where C|i is an arbitrary sub-context of C.
Consider a C-SLD refutation CD 0 of P 0 ∪ {hG0 φ, C 0 i} that uses a resultant R. Let
CR be the corresponding c-resultant and let BR the branch in the partial C-SLD
tree for hG0 , C0 i leading to CR. Then R can only belong to a unit of C|i since
no unit in bun , . . . , u1 c was involved during PD. But then, from lemma 4.6, there
exists a C-SLD derivation corresponding to BR with the same resultant. Hence the
claim follows from the same argument used in proposition 2.
In the case of conservative systems, the previous result can be further extended.
Given a goal G, Partial Deduction is also complete provided that the transformed
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program and the goal G satisfy the simple G0 -closedness condition introduced in
[18]. Therefore, for statically configured conservative systems the soundness and
completeness of PD hold under the same condition introduced for logic programming.
Proposition 5 (Completeness for Static Conservative Systems) Let P be
a program, hG0 , C0 i a c-atom, and P 0 a PD of P wrt hG0 , C0 i. Let hG, Ci a
c-goal. Let P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} be G0 -closed. P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} has an C-SLD refutation
with computed answer θ if and only if so does P ∪ {hG, Ci}.
Proof. Again, from proposition 2, the statement trivially holds if the refutation
for P 0 ∪ {hG, Ci} selects only c-atoms of the form hG0 φ, C 0 i with C 0 v C0 . It also
holds if C 0 shares no units with C. Let then consider the case of a context C 0 6v C
which shares at least one unit with C. Again C 0 must be of the form un . . . u1 .C|i
where C|i is an arbitrary sub-context of C.
Consider the structure of a C-SLD refutation CD of P ∪ {hG0 φ, C 0 i}. Then either
all the clauses chosen by CD belong to bun . . . u1 c or at least one clause is chosen
from C|i. In the former case, the claim follows trivially. In the latter, since the
system is conservative, after the first choice of a clause in C|i , all further steps will
choose a clause in C|i . Then the claim follows by proposition 2.

Example 5.1 Let us consider the block-structured program of example 2.4. A
Partial Deduction wrt the goal b1 : member(X, [c[b, a]]) yields the following transformed program P 0 :
unit(b1 , parent(top)) :
member(c, [c, [b, a]]).
member([b, a], [c, [b, a]]).

unit(b2 , parent(b1 )) :
eq(X, X).
eq([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]) : −
perm([X1 |A], [Y1 |B]).

member([a, b], [c, [b, a]]).
perm([], []).
perm(L, [X|P ]) : −delete(X, L, L1),
perm(L1 , P ).
delete(X, Y, Z) : −...
The completeness of the new configuration is guaranteed for the evaluation of any
goal G such that P 0 ∪{G} is closed on member(X,[c,[b,a]]). Notice furthermore that,
for the new program, the evaluation of the queries corresponding to the predicate
member can now be performed without any context switch. The corresponding
effect yields obviously a faster binding resolution.
Proposition 5 cannot be extended to the case of evolving systems, even though they
are statically configured. For evolving systems, in fact, even if a clause belonging to
C|i is eventually applied during the derivation, we are not certain that all further
derivation steps will apply only clauses of C|i (see the operational semantics for
evolving systems in the Appendix).
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Example 5.2 Let P be the following statically configured evolving program:
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
p(X) : −q(X).
r(1).
q(2).
q(X) : −r(X).
Let C0 = bu2 , u1 c be the initial context and G0 = p(X) the initial goal. A PD of
P wrt hG0, C0i will produce the following program P 0 :
unit(u1 , parent(top)) : unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) : unit(u3 , parent(u2 )) :
q(X) : −r(X).
r(1).
q(2).
p(1).
Now consider the context C = bu3 , u2 , u1 c; the transformation is not complete since,
in P , C ` p(2) but, in P 0 , C `
6 p(2).
For evolving systems, the equivalence between the source and the transformed configurations holds therefore only under the hG0 , C0 i-closedness condition. However,
it is worth mentioning that, in the case of static configurations, evaluating such
condition is simply accomplished by a syntactic check on the structure of the transformed program and the goal. Furthermore, the completeness of Partial Deduction
is also automatically guaranteed for evolving systems, if the choice of the initial
context corresponds to a whole chain in the hierarchy defined by the program. If
this is the case, the transformed program is hG0 , C0 i-closed by construction.
This provides an effective use of Partial Deduction in inheritance-based systems
(see [6]). Given the whole inheritance tree for a program P , a complete transformation is obtained by specializing P with respect to a goal G and all the inheritance
chains corresponding to the branches of this tree.
If {C1 , . . . , Cn } are the contexts corresponding to these branches, we get the
set of Partial Deductions {P D(G, C1 ), . . . , P D(G, Cn )}. The new program is then
obtained by deleting all the original definitions for G, and adding the new ones
according to definition 3.10. This yields to the extended notion of Partial Deduction
with respect to a goal G and a set of contexts {C1 , . . . , Cn }, as the union of the set
of Partial Deductions with respect to each Ci s. Namely:
P D(P, G, {C1 , . . . , Cn }) = P 0 such that :
PR(P 0 ) = (PR(P ) \ D(C, G)) ∪ (∪i∈[1,..,n] P D(G, Ci ))
Example 5.3 Let us consider the inheritance scheme given in example 2.6. Suppose we are interested in specializing the program with respect to the goal mode(X).
We have here three inheritance chains:
top → animal → bird → tweety
top → animal → horse
top → animal → human
A Partial Deduction with respect to the goal mode(X) and the single inheritance
chain
btweety, bird, animalc
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produces the transformed program:
unit(animal, parent(top)) :

unit(bird, parent(animal)) :



mode(walk).



mode(f ly).
 mode(run).

 no of legs(2).
covering(f eather).

unit(horse, parent(animal)) :



no of legs(4).

unit(human, parent(animal)) :



no of legs(2).

unit(tweety, parent(bird)) :

[no of wings(2).

Notice that the goal human : mode(run) now fails, while it succeeded in the original
program since bhuman, animalc is not a sub-context of btweety, bird, animalc.
Conversely, if we take into account all the inheritance chains, the union of all the
resulting partial deductions yields the following complete program:

mode(walk).
unit(animal, parent(top)) :
unit(bird, parent(animal)) :



mode(f ly).
 mode(run).

 no of legs(2).
covering(f eather).

unit(horse, parent(animal)) :



mode(gallop).
no of legs(4).

unit(human, parent(animal)) :



mode(run).
no of legs(2).

unit(tweety, parent(bird)) :

[no of wings(2).

Furthermore, thanks to the choice of the assignment function, the resulting program
can still take advantage from its hierarchical structure, thus avoiding unnecessary
code replication. As a matter of fact, the resultant mode(walk) is assigned to animal
— the top unit of the corresponding deduction context — and therefore it is shared
among all its descendants in the inheritance tree.
Conversely, mode(run) and mode(gallop) are assigned to the more specific units,
bird and human as concerns mode(run), and unit horse as concerns mode(gallop),
since they do not hold for the whole class animal.
The new program is clearly more efficient than the source one since the clauses
for mode(run) occur now in the tip nodes of the hierarchy and therefore in the
top units of the corresponding contexts. As a matter of fact, observe that the
evaluation of the goal human : mode(run) and horse : mode(gallop) is performed
without any run-time look-up in the associated context.
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5.1

Dealing with Context Switch During Partial Deduction

Extending the Partial Deduction scheme we have devised so far to include context
switch is straightforward. Firstly, we have to extend the notion of derivation (definition 3.2) to take into account context switch. In this case, in fact, the tuple hg, ci
becomes a c-formula where g can be a context switch of the kind u : G. Such a
c-formula is transformed into a c-atom by applying the inference rules for context
switch as reported in the Appendix.
The main problem to be solved in this case concerns the computation of the
deduction context for the resultants. Firstly, notice that if a context switch occurs
along a derivation path, a unique maximum element for the label contexts along
that path might not exist. In fact, during the computation we can enforce a new
context completely different from the previous one. Furthermore, according to the
definition of deduction context given in proposition 1, a resultant may get assigned
to units which do not belong to the initial context even if a unique maximum
element for the label contexts along that path exists.
Example 5.4 Let us consider the following program P :
unit(u1 , parent(top)) :
p : −u2 : q.

unit(u2 , parent(u1 )) :
q.

A Partial Deduction of p in bu1 c produces the following C-SLD tree:
hp, bu1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hu2 : q, bu1 ci
|
hq, bu2 , u1 ci
|
bu2 , u1 c
|
2
The resultant p. is then assigned to u2 . The resulting program P 0 is not complete
since the derivation bu1 c ` p succeeds in P , while it fails in P 0 .
We now restate the definition of the deduction context to deal with the occurrences
of context switches in a derivation. In practice, we ignore the label contexts after
context switch.
Proposition 6 (Deduction context revised) Given a C-SLD derivation:
hG0 , C0 i `c1 ,σ1 . . . `cj ,σj hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i
the deduction context Dc(CR) for the c-resultant:
CR = G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn i
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is the maximum element of the set {c1 , . . . , ck | k ≤ j} where {c1 , . . . , ck } is the set
including all label contexts in the partial C-SLD tree except those used to evaluate
any context switch goal and its subgoals.
Finally, the construction of the residuals in the body of the resultants (definition
3.7), immediately extends to the case Ci 6= Dc(CR). Formally:
Definition 5.1 (Resultants) Let CR be a c-resultant for the c-goal hG 0 , C0 i of
the form: G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i, . . . , hgi , Ci i, . . . , hgn , Cn i. Then, the corresponding resultant is defined as follows:
ψ(G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 i . . . , hgi , Ci i, . . . , hgn , Cn i) = G0 σ : −g10 , . . . , gi0 , . . . , gn0
where for each i:
(i) if gi is a context switch or gi is atomic and Ci = Dc(CR), then gi0 = gi ;
(ii) if gi is atomic and Ci 6= Dc(CR) and Ci = buj , . . . , u1 c, then gi0 = uj : gi .
With this new definition of deduction context and residual, in example 5.4 the
resultant p. is correctly assigned to u1 .

6

Partial Deduction in Dynamically Configured
Systems

The soundness and completeness results stated for statically configured systems
cannot be extended to more dynamic systems. In fact, when no limitation is
imposed on the way units can be collected into contexts, there is no systematic
way of statically determining the properties of the transformation. This imposes
strong limitations over the range of possible applications of our technique in the
case of dynamic systems. As a matter of fact, the class of queries for which the
satisfiability of the closedness conditions can be statically evaluated is restricted
to those queries for which context extensions occur only in the top goal. This is
actually the case for LML [5], O’Keefe’s proposal [26] and [4].
In all these cases, when the context for the top goal is a sub-context of the initial
context used to specialize the program, the G0 -closedness condition is sufficient to
guarantee the soundness and the completeness of the transformation. In fact, if C0
is the initial context used during Partial Deduction and C v C0 is the context for
the top goal G, then the whole computation for G takes place in sub-contexts of C
which are also sub-contexts of C0 . This immediately follows from the operational
semantics of dynamic systems reported in the appendix and guarantees that the
transformation is sound and complete under the simple G0 -closedness condition,
as in logic programming.
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6.1

Dealing with Context Extension During Partial Deduction

Dealing with generalized occurrences of context extension during the C-SLD derivation involves several extensions to the framework we have drawn so far . First of
all, we have to extend the notion of derivation (definition 3.2) to take into account
context extension. In this case, in fact, the tuple hg, ci becomes a c-formula where
g can be a context extension of the kind u  G. Such a c-formula is transformed
into a c-atom by applying the inference rules for context extension as reported in
the Appendix.
The solution adopted for the case of context switch to compute the deduction
context for the resultants cannot be applied to the case of context extension. In fact,
if we ignore all the label contexts during the evaluation of a context extension goal
and its subgoals, the transformation may be unsound even though the closedness
conditions are satisfied.
Example 6.1 Let P be the following evolving, dynamically configured program:
unit(u1 ) :
p : −u3  q.

unit(u2 ) :
f.

unit(u3 ) :
q : −f.

A Partial Deduction wrt hp, bu2 , u1 ci produces the following C-SLD tree:
hp, bu2 , u1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hu3  q, bu2 , u1 ci
|
hq, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu3 , u2 , u1 c
|
hf, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu2 , u1 c
|
2
If the label contexts for the derivation steps following the evaluation of extension
goal u3  q are ignored, the resultant p. gets assigned to the unit u1 and the final
effect of the transformation is the program P 0 :
unit(u1 ) :
p.

unit(u2 ) :
f.

unit(u3 ) :
q : −f.

Then, the derivation bu1 c ` p succeeds in P 0 while it fails in P . The problem
derives from the fact we have ignored that also u2 is actually part of the deduction
context for the resultant p. Conversely, taking into account all the label contexts
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along the derivation we would assign the resultant p. to the unit u3 which doesn’t
belong to the initial context. The resulting configuration would then be obviously
incomplete.
The solution to both these problems is to associate an additional field to each catom to hold the reference context for the corresponding c-atom. Each node in a
C-SLD tree is then associated with a sequence of triples of the form
hg1 , C1 , RefC1 i, . . . , hgn , Cn , RefCn i
where the field RefCi represents the reference context associated with the atom gi .
The purpose of the reference context is twofold. Firstly, it is used to bound
the size of the label context associated with the derivation steps generated from
the evaluation of extension goals, thus ensuring that all the resultants are indeed
assigned to units which belong to the initial context. Analogously, it determines
the structure of the resultants associated with the c-resultants by the mapping ψ.
The reference context associated with the initial c-goal hG0 , C0 , RefC0 i of a
derivation is simply the initial context (i.e.RefC0 = C0 ). The new definition of
derivation is then given as follows:
Definition 6.1 (Derivation revised) Let P be a program, CG be the c-goal
hg1 , C1 , RefC1 i, . . . , hgi , Ci , RefCi i, . . . , hgn , Cn , RefCn i
and let hgi , Ci , RefCi i the selected c-atom. We say that the new c-goal CG0 is
derived from CG and P via the substitution σ, the clause Cl and the context L C if
the following conditions hold:
Cl
σ
CG0
RefC 0

= h : −b1 , . . . , bm is the selected clause in uj ∈ Ci = buN , . . . , u1 c
= mgu(h, gi )
= [hg1 , C1 , RefC1 i, . . . , h(b1 , . . . , bm ), C 0 , RefC 0 i, . . . , hgn , Cn , RefCn i]σ
= min{Ci , RefCi }

The new context C 0 is computed according to the operational semantics for conservative and evolving systems (see Appendix). Namely:

LC if the system is conservative
0
C =
Ci
if the system is evolving
The label context LC is determined as follows:

if gi is an extension goal
 =bc
= buj , . . . , u1 c if gi is an atomic goal and buj , . . . , u1 c v RefCi
LC :

= RefCi
otherwise
The introduction of the reference context in the definition of derivation guarantees
a correct computation of the label contexts associated with the derivation steps.
This, in turn, ensures the well-foundedness of the construction for the deduction
context given in proposition 1.
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Example 6.2 Let P be the following conservative, dynamically configured program:
unit(u1 ) :
unit(u2 ) :
unit(u3 ) :
p : −u2  u3  q. f.
q : −f.
According to the new definition for derivation, the evaluation of the c-goal
hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
produces the following derivation:
hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hu2  u3  q, bu1 c, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bc
|
hu3  q, bu2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
|
bc
|
hq, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hf, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
2
Accordingly, applying the original definition of the function Fass , we obtain the
expected assignment of the resultant p. to the unit u1 .
As last step, we define the new mapping ψ for the computation of the resultants.
Definition 6.2 (Resultants) Let
CR = G0 σ : −hg1 , C1 , RefC1 i, . . . , hgi , Ci , RefCi i, . . . , hgn , Cn , RefCn i
be a c-resultant for the c-goal hG0 , C0 , RefC0 i. For the sake of simplicity let all the
gi be atomic. Then, the corresponding resultant R is:
ψ(CR) = G0 σ : −g10 , . . . , gi0 , . . . , gn0
where for each i:
(i) if Ci w Dc(CR), then gi0 = gi ;
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(ii) if Dc(CR) < Ci , i.e. Ci = un . . . uj .Dc(CR), then gi0 = uj  . . .  un  gi
(iii) if Dc(CR) 6v Ci and Ci = buj , . . . , u1 c, then gi0 = u1 : u2  . . .  uj  gi
The hypothesis that all the gi in the c-resultant are atomic does not imply lack
of generality. In fact, each extension formula can be reduced to an atomic one by
suitably applying the inference rules reported in the Appendix.
Example 6.3 The definition of the mapping ψ supports a consistent construction
of the resultants from the c-resultants associated to any partial C-SLD tree. This
is exemplified in the following partial derivation for the c-goal hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci in
the program of example 6.2.
hp, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hu2  u3  q, bu1 c, bu3 , u2 , u1 ci
|
bc
|
hu3  q, bu2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
|
bc
|
hq, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
|
bu1 c
|
hf, bu3 , u2 , u1 c, bu1 ci
The application of the mapping ψ produces the resultant p : −u2  u3  f. which
is then assigned to the unit u1 . The final configuration is:
unit(u1 ) :
unit(u2 ) :
p : −u2  u3  f. f.

7

unit(u3 ) :
q : −f.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed an extension of Partial Deduction for the framework of structured logic programs. The technique we have described applies to a
wide class of structuring mechanisms supporting static as well as dynamic modular
configurations.
The key point of our approach to structured program specialisation is that we
choose the structural properties of programs as invariants of the transformation.
This choice has important consequences from both the implementation and foundational point of view. Preserving the structure of the programs allows an incremental
transformation process to take place, in which sub-components of a given configuration can be replaced by their specialised versions without affecting the semantics
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of the original one. Furthermore, it makes our scheme fully compatible with the
compilation techniques presented in [15, 16].
We have then established the well-foundedness of the extended Partial Deduction
scheme in terms of the standard notions of soundness and completeness. Following the approach proposed in [18], we have characterised the soundness and the
completeness of the transformation in terms of a single closedness property to be
checked on the transformed program and the goal. The nature of the various results
varies on the account of the class of structured programs under consideration.
For statically configured systems, the transformation can be proved sound under
the simple A-closedness condition. The same hypothesis is sufficient to establish
a completeness result for conservative systems such as module- and block-based
systems. Conversely, for statically configured evolving systems, which represent
inheritance-based schemes, a stronger condition which also involves a check on the
context in which the goals are to be evaluated must be imposed to prove the same
completeness result.
Weaker results hold for dynamically configured systems. In fact, for this class of
programs, there is apparently no systematic way of statically checking the satisfiability of the closedness property over the programs produced by the transformation.
An effective improvement of the results presented in this paper for dynamic
systems of units could be achieved through the application of data-flow and abstract interpretation techniques to support the static satisfiability evaluation of the
closedness property.
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Appendix: The Operational Semantics
Let:
• A, A0 be atomic goal formulae;
• g be an atomic goal or a context extension/switch goal;
• G a conjunction of atomic goals;
• , θ, σ δ be substitutions;  be the empty substitution;
• (θσ) be the composition of the substitutions θ and σ;
• Gθ be the application of the substitution θ to the formula G;
• mgu(A, A0 ) be the most general unifier of the atomic formulas A and A0 ;
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• the atomic clauses have the conventional body ”true”, which always holds;
• U (P ) be the set {u | u is a unit name};
• |u| = {c | c is a clause in u};
• C(P ) = {ctx | ctx is a list of unit names}
• hierarchy : U (P ) 7→ C(P ) be the following function:

u.hierarchy(u0 ) if u0 is the parent unit of u.
hierarchy(u) =
bc
if u is the top unit of the hierarchy
A Gϑ is derivable starting from the context C if there exists a proof for C `ϑ G.
A proof for C `ϑ G is a tree such that:
• The root node is labelled by C `ϑ G
• The internal nodes are derived by using the following inference rules
• All the leaves are labelled by the empty formula (true)
TRUE:
buN , . . . , u1 c ` true
CONJUNCTION:
buN , . . . , u1 c `θ g; buN , . . . , u1 c `σ Gθ
buN , . . . , u1 c `θσ (g, G)
ATOMIC GOAL (Evolving Systems):
A0 : −G ∈ |ui |; θ = mgu(A, A0 ); buN , . . . , u1 c `σ Gθ
buN , . . . , u1 c `θσ A
ATOMIC GOAL (Conservative Systems):
A0 : −G ∈ |ui |; θ = mgu(A, A0 ); bui , . . . , u1 c `σ Gθ
buN , . . . , u1 c `θσ A
CONTEXT SWITCH (Static Systems):
u ∈ U (P ); ctx = hierarchy(u); ctx `θ g
ctx0 `θ u : g
CONTEXT SWITCH (Dynamic Systems):
u ∈ U (P ); buc `θ g
ctx `θ u : g
CONTEXT EXTENSION (Dynamic Systems):
u ∈ U (P ); u.ctx `θ g
ctx `θ u  g
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